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About This Game

Cut bullets with your sword in a gun filled pit. The the fourth volume of the series blends the projectile cutting from the original
UBERMOSH, the psionic power Brainclap from UBERMOSH:BLACK, the swarm and endless map from UBERMOSH Vol.3,
the new power Manastrike, a new class of enemy, more agressive enemy respawns, more achievements, various class mods and

more music to pump the combat.

From rookie to a godlike entity, UBERMOSH:WRAITH boost up the initial concept of "90 seconds arena" and invites you to
react faster to beat your previous scores.
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Minimum:

OS: Windows XP

Processor: 3.0 Ghz

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: 1 GB

Storage: 500 MB available space
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interesting. So I ran into a few runtime bugs:
- Train didn't always stop at the town I designated
- Tab speed mode in scavenge mission hung my session so I couldn't get out of the mission even though all my crew had
returned

But all in all, I kinda liked it. It's certainly a game for people who like resource management games. I only beat it once, saving
only 6 people and killing about 16 on the way in various ways.

But for $10, yeah... would carve a path through death fog with small army of total strangers again 7.5 \/ 10. The servers are
kinda nonexistent and the development team has ran away with the moneys.. Having really enjoyed episode one of Bertram
Fiddle I was greatly aniticpating a bleaker prediclement, however I noticed the game had quite a few issues which I'll get onto in
my pros and cons. Overall I would recommend this funny little game, especially when all the bugs are fixed.

PROS
- Brilliantly punny, I love the inappropraite sense of humour and dialogue in this game.
- Great range of characters and background art
- This version is much longer than episode 2 which was great as I felt the first was far too short
- Great soundtrack and brilliant voice acting
- Gavin's sayings or 'clues' were excellent, they really helped me out at times throughout the game

CONS
- Bugs including the dialogue cutting into itself or repeating for no reason
- Bertrams head disappearing
- Some characters or background assets looking very low-resolution in places
- Story [potential spoiler];  I felt the game was really nicely paced until the very last part of the game. The ending was rushed
and the developers really missed a trick by not revealing that Geoff was actually a character that we've already met in the game.
There were plenty of red herrings to chose from such as Lord Arthwipe, Lady Bertram or even Bertrams lady friend and it fell a
bit flat at the end in terms of the storyline. 
- It concluded the adventure in just two episodes, but I want more. I think this adventure could have been three episodes! But I
do hope it's not the end of Bertram and Gavin's adventurings!

. This game is a pretty fun addition to the genre. It has some neat mechanics with the helpers' abilities that you can use to locate
hidden items. However, this mechanic can also be a bit of a pain, because you have to scan the whole screen for spots to use
these powers, which can turn into a pixel hunting adventure. This may only apply to the harder difficulty, I'm not sure, as that's
the only one I played.

The ending isn't really satisfying, as I guess they are looking to make a follow up. In addition, they claim it has 6+ hours of
gameplay, but I beat the game in 3 hours without the use of a walkthrough and did all the puzzles.

I'd recommend it if you like playing Hidden Object Games, but the fact that it can be beaten in half the time claimed was pretty
frustrating.
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Love this game !!!!! please add more puzzles !!. From a gameplay standpoint, this game is fantastic; extremely well polished,
great interactions with the physics of the game, an absolute blast with friends.

If you don't have friends though, you're screwed and you shouldn't buy this game. This game's matchmaking is effectively dead
as next to nobody is playing it, without multiplayer you essentially have a target practice and a tutorial for $10. Even the discord
doesn't have a lot of activity in it.

I'd say, buy the game on a discount if you can, but this game with the lack of content and worse, lack of a community is not
worth the $10 price tag.. I changed my mind it has not got more maps and story.. just get it. Seems to have introduced a bug that
makes the game impossible to finish, no reply from the dev for months, seems abandoned. Otherwise could be an entertaining
time waster. I found it mildly amusing.

(The bug seems to be that any stress relief purchases/items don't actually reduce your stress and you always end up in a fail
state). It´s nice game. But my trash PC cannot handle this low but pretty Graphics. I found this to be a very enjoyable game for
the asking price. All of the main levels follow the same formula of defending civilians from attackers, then a boss fight which
requires using different mechanics to defeat. Following the boss, there are first person modes for racing and fighting. Those are
a nice break from the town saving missions. Controlling the player vehicle is easy to grasp, but there are some rough edges with
physics and some objects/walls in the game (the tank boss also got stuck a couple of times). The achievements are very easy to
scoop up, if you're into that. I was able to get 35/40 in my first session, and another hour or so to finish the campaign granted
another perfect game. Overall I've been sufficiently entertained by this title.
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